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Introduction

The subject of this article is the roof structure from the 
turn of the 18th and 19th centuries over the Church of the 
Holy Cross in Leszno. The brick church itself was built in 
the years 1711–1715 on the site of the destroyed half-tim-
bered construction. The roof structure that has survived to 
this day comes from the period when the church was re-
paired after a fire in 1790 when the interior was destroyed.

Its reconstruction was a great challenge for the parish, 
mainly owing to financial problems. The builders also 
faced a difficult task. Having limited financial possibili-
ties, they had to build a bulky roof structure over a rect-
angular body with shallow, wide avant-corps in the longi-
tudinal walls, with about 24 m clear width and 44 m clear 
length. This challenge was additionally made more dif-
ficult by an elongated octagon inscribed in the rectangle 
of the body, with about 14 m clear width and about 30 m 
clear length, that was to be vaulted.

These difficult conditions became the reason for an at-
tempt at a closer analysis of the carpentry craft that was 
used to build the roof structure. This design has not met 
with the interest of researchers so far. It should be men-
tioned here that the construction of roof structures is the 
subject of studies [1]–[4], although a more detailed analy-
sis of the layouts from the 19th century is rare. The applied 
research method consisted in determining its typology, 
and then the structural layout, carpentry joints, building 
material and its processing, and the system of carpentry 
marks.

The lack of access to the curved plank roof covering 
the inner octagon made possible only its general charac-
teristics, without specifying details. Because of the lim-
itations of the form of the article, the discussion of the 
roof construction above the shallow 3-sided avant-corps 
has also been omitted. It is less interesting in terms of ty-
pological solutions.

The Church of the Holy Cross in Leszno has already 
been the subject of scientific interest, on the part of Kohte 
[5], [6], Smend [7], Kręglewska-Foksowicz [8], Kusztel-
ski [9], Harasimowicz [10], [11], and Urban [12] among 
others. However, none of the researchers referred to the 
building technique of the roof structure. The only publica-
tion that discusses the history of transformations in more 
detail was issued on the occasion of the building of the 
church tower’s helmet in 1909–1910 by the then pastor 
of the church [7]. In this text, the history of the building 
and repair of the roof structure from the end of the 18th 
century to the 2nd half of the 20th century will be presented 
first, and then the technique used in its building at the turn 
of the 18th and 19th centuries will be presented in more 
detail.

History of the building and repair  
of the roof structure from the end  

of the 18th to the 2nd part of the 20th century

A study of the sources and literature on the Church of 
the Holy Cross and the analysis of the building technique 
of the existing material substance of the roof structure 
[13], [14] made it possible to distinguish between two ba-
sic building phases. The first phase is the building of the 
roof structure in the years 1798–1802, while the second 
one is related to various repairs that took place after the 
middle of the 20th century.
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inspector, namely Dulitz and the roof structure was made 
as a king post structure covered with sheet metal and 
a wooden “vault” over the interior of the church. Owing 
to the lack of funds, initially only the northern side of the 
roof was covered with sheet metal, and the remaining ar-
eas were temporarily covered with tiles [7, p. 53]. Since 
doors and window frames were made in 1802, stairs in 
1803, and plaster in the interior of the church in 1804 [7, 
p. 53], it should be concluded that the works related to 
the roof structure and its covering ended in 1802. This 
supposition is confirmed by an inscription on one of the 
jack rafters (1802).

Roof structure repairs  
since the 2nd half of the 20th century

The sources and literature on the subject contain both 
a great deal of information about the poor condition of the 
church roofing, as well as about the repair or replacement 
of this roofing in the period from the construction of the 
roof structure at the turn of the 18th and 19th centuries to 
the 1970s [7, pp. 58–60], [15, pp. 238, 288, 293, 299]. The 
performance of these works is also confirmed by the in-
scriptions on some structural elements. The literature [7] 
and later sources show that they did not cover the repair 
of the roof structure itself. There are also no traces of ma-
terial repairs since the mid-20th century.

On the other hand, the poor condition of the roof or 
the whole church and the need for its renovation is men-
tioned in various writings from the 1960s and 1970s [15, 
pp. 241–245, 250, 251, 256–262, 264, 269, 271, 272, 276, 
277, 280]. However, the repair of the roof structure prob-
ably took place at the turn of the 1970s and 1980s, after 
the church was taken over by the Roman Catholic parish 
[16]. At that time, the single, damaged ends of the bind-
ing beams and sections of the trusses were replaced with 
steel channel sections and some of them were replaced in 
their entirety. Perhaps at that time, some elements of the 
inclined standing queen-post frames were also removed. 
The replacement of the elements secured with one-sided 
logs or tongs seems to be more recent, as is suggested by, 
among other things, a different repair method, different 
metal fasteners, and different impregnation [13]. The pe-
riod of securing most carpentry joints with dogs remains 
an unresolved issue.

The analysis of the existing wooden roof structure has 
shown that despite these repairs, it has largely retained its 
original character, discussed in detail later.

The carpentry craft of the roof structure

System and structural layout

To solve the difficult task – the construction of a roof 
structure over a large rectangular body with an elongated 
octagon inscribed in it, which is to be vaulted – a compli-
cated, mixed construction system was used (Fig. 1).

Above the inner octagon there is a false vault in the 
form of a curved plank roof. This structure is independent, 
but owing to the large span – about 14 m – and the small 

Building the roof structure in the years 1798–1802

After the fire in 1790, building inspector Haeber car-
ried out a building inspection in 1794. Owing to the long 
distances between the pillars and the poor load-bearing 
capacity of the lateral walls, he recommended replacing 
the planned brick vault with a false vault made of boards 
and reeds. He also added that with such a solution the roof 
did not have to be so steep and that it would be cheaper 
[7, pp. 49, 50].

Masonry work was carried out until 1796. In the same 
year, however, the reconstruction was interrupted due to 
the lack of funds, and the cornices and pillars were tem-
porarily secured. In 1797, the parish decided to continue 
the reconstruction and decided that the new roof was to be 
covered with tiles because sheet metal was too expensive. 
Moreover, it was decided that the interior of the church 
was to be closed with a false vault covered with plaster. 
The works were entrusted to building inspector Dulitz 
from Wschowa, who estimated the costs at 8,000 thalers 
[7, p. 50].

In 1798, a tender for carpentry works was announced, 
but owing to the lack of funds, it was not completed. In 
that situation, the parish asked the king to make possible 
a national collection. However, it was refused. In return, 
the parish was promised the necessary building material 
as a donation, which was estimated at 593 pieces of wood, 
but it was abandoned after a short time. It was subsequent-
ly agreed that the parish would receive wood from the 
Włoszakowice forests for less by 1/8 than the charge, but 
that plan turned out to be impossible to implement, as that 
royal forest did not have the appropriate building material 
for the building of the roof structure. Finally, the parish re-
ceived compensation of 250 thalers and an additional 400 
thalers in place of the rejected collection [7, p. 50]. At the 
same time, the parish rejected inspector Dulitz’s design of 
a plane-tile roof in the crown, estimated at 11,417 thalers, 
and approved a curved plank roof with boards for 8,954 
thalers [7, p. 51].

Over the subsequent years, the parish was  preoccupied 
with the purchase of the necessary building material. 
Among other things, 400 pine trunks were purchased from 
Countess Turno from the Radomice forests. Under the su-
pervision of building inspector Dulitz, the wood was se-
lected and marked in the forest, and under the supervision 
of carpenter Wagner, it was felled and hewn on site. After 
the parish’s supplication, landowners and farmers from 
nearby transported the wood to the construction site free 
of charge [7, p. 51].

After paying for the timber, the parish lacked funds to 
continue the work, and therefore, in 1801, the church was 
in the same condition as it was in 1796. 4,000 thalers were 
lacking to complete the work. The supplication of the 
city magistrate, addressed to the king in this matter, was 
refused. At the end of March 1801, the members of the 
parish decided to take a loan and declared that they would 
share the obligation to pay it back in order to complete the 
construction of the church [7, p. 52].

After receiving the loan, the last three pillars were 
erected in accordance with the proposals of the building 
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dimension of the arch rise – about 1.5 m, many curved 
planks were suspended in addition to the various wooden 
elements of the truss above (Fig. 2).

The actual roof structure with a span of 24 m is a collar 
beam structure, free (within the apparent vault), with in-
clined standing queen posts on the lower tier and a hanging 
king post truss on the upper tier. The straining beam for 
the inclined standing queen posts of a significant length 
(about 11.00 m) is additionally supported on the lower tier 

with two passing braces. Thus, it forms a strut frame. Two 
passing braces on the lower tier and in their extension, 
first two short braces between the straining beam and the 
collar beam, and then two other passing braces on the up-
per tier additionally support the king post, as in the case of 
the hanging and strutted frame. In addition, between the 
pillars of the internal elongated octagon on the southern 
and northern side, there are hanging king and queen post 
structure frames, the trusses of which are suspended with 

Fig. 1. Leszno, Church of the Holy Cross, roof structure, principal rafter truss (elaborated by U. Schaaf, M. Prarat)

Il. 1. Leszno, kościół św. Krzyża, więźba dachowa, wiązar pełny (oprac. U. Schaaf, M. Prarat)

Fig. 2. Leszno, Church of the Holy Cross, roof structure, curved plank roof, curved planks suspended from the structural elements of the roof 
structure above (photo by U. Schaaf, M. Prarat)

Il. 2. Leszno, kościół św. Krzyża, więźba dachowa, konstrukcja krążynowa, krążyny podwieszone do elementów konstrukcyjnych więźby 
dachowej powyżej (fot. U. Schaaf, M. Prarat)
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short tie beams, which, in turn, also rest on double binding 
beams, also stretched between the pillars of the octagon.

The roof structure consists entirely of 38 trusses ar-
ranged in the transverse direction of the church and 
– within the three-sided closure from the east – of two 
corner trusses and 21 jack ties arranged in the longitudinal 
direction of the church, marked from A to U (Fig. 3). The 
solution of the rectangular roofing method in the projec-
tion of the body with an elongated, vaulted octagon in-
scribed in it required, not only the use of a complicated 
mixed structural system, but also a whole range of differ-
ent types of roof trusses. Among them, five basic types 
should be distinguished, i.e., a principal rafter truss in two 
basic types, a paired common rafter, a corner truss, and 
a jack tie. Most of these types also come in different vari-
ants, which are briefly described below (Fig. 4).

The principal rafter trusses of the first variety are avail-
able in three variants. A typical truss (trusses: 10, 18, 22, 
30) consists of the following elements: two short tie beams 
[17, p. 95] based either on walls/pillars or on double binding 
beams, two rafters, and one collar beam; on the lower tier, 
an inclined standing queen post and a straining beam be-
tween them, a pair of passing braces supporting the strain-

ing beam, a frame of two queen posts along the inner octa-
gon (in trusses 5 to 34); on the upper tier, it is made of a king 
post supported by a pair of passing braces. The king post is 
additionally supported by passing braces and braces on both 
tiers, and the passing braces on the lower tier are connected 
with a short brace. The second variant (trusses: 14, 26) is 
devoid of king posts on the southern and northern sides of 
the inner elongated octagon. On the other hand, in the 5th 
and 34th principal rafter trusses, the queen post truss extends 
across both tiers. On the lower tier, it is additionally sup-
ported by a pair of passing braces based on an eaves purlin.

The second type of the principal rafter truss differs 
from the first type in that it is devoid of a hanging king 
post structure. It comes in two variants. In the first variant 
(trusses: 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32) it is composed of the fol-
lowing elements: two short tie beams supported on the lat-
eral wall of the church on the outside, and, on the inside, 
on double binding beams between the pillars of the in-
ner octagon, two rafters and one collar beam, an inclined 
standing queen post (without a straining beam), a pair 
of passing braces extending from the short tie beams to 
the collar beam with a straining beam between them, and 
a pair of braces stretched between the passing brace and 

Fig. 3. Leszno, Church of the Holy Cross, roof structure, diagram, top view, arrangement of trusses and system of carpentry assembly marks 
(elaborated by U. Schaaf, M. Prarat)

Il. 3. Leszno, kościół św. Krzyża, więźba dachowa, schemat, widok z góry, układ wiązarów i system ciesielskich znaków montażowych  
(oprac. U. Schaaf, M. Prarat)
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the inclined standing queen post. In the second variant 
(trusses 1, 3, 8), the truss is additionally devoid of a pair 
of braces and a straining beam. It consists of two short 
tie beams, two rafters and one collar beam, an inclined 
standing queen post (without a straining beam), and a pair 
of passing braces reaching from the short tie beams to the 
inclined standing queen posts.

The paired common rafter lacks both the hanging king 
post structure and an inclined standing king or queen 
structure. It also comes in two variants. In the first version 
(trusses: 7, 9, 11, 15, 17, 19, 21, 23, 27, 29, 31) it consists 
of short tie beams supported on the walls/binding beams, 
two rafters, one collar beam, a pair of passing braces ex-
tending from the short tie beams to the collar beam, and 
a straining beam between them. In the second version 
(trusses: 2, 4, 6, 13, 25, 33), the paired common rafter is 
devoid of a pair of passing braces and a straining beam, 
so it consists of only two short tie beams, a pair of rafters 
and one collar beam.

The corner truss consists of a rafter and a collar beam 
that connect to the queen post in truss 34, and the ele-
ments of the inclined standing queen-post structure, i.e., 
the inclined standing queen post itself, an eaves purlin and 
a straining beam, and two intersecting passing braces.

The jack tie comes in different variants. On the northern 
and southern sides (in trusses: 35–38), the jack tie consists 
of a short tie beam resting on a wall or a double binding 
beam and a jack rafter, which is connected with a cor-

ner rafter. In trusses 34–35, there are additional jack-raf-
ter collars, which are connected to the collar beam of the 
corner truss above the hip purlin of the inclined standing 
queen-post frame. On the eastern side, the jack tie in the 
A–F and P–U trusses consists of a short joist reaching the 
short tie beam and a jack rafter connected to the corner 
rafter. On the other hand, in the G–O trusses, the jack ties 
consist of a short joist resting on the wall or on a double 
binding beam and located in the longitudinal direction of 
the church, a jack rafter, and a jack-rafter collar that con-
nects to the collar beam in the corner truss.

In the longitudinal direction, one should distinguish 
between inclined standing queen-post frames and hanging 
king post frames. Horizontal inclined standing queen-post 
frames (Fig. 5) are essentially built of inclined standing 
queen posts in every other truss, placed on an eaves purlin 
lying on the trusses and coped with a hip purlin below 
the collar beams. Between the inclined standing queen 
posts, slightly below half the height of the frame, there is 
an additional string of spandrel beams. Inclined standing 
queen-post frames are additionally stiffened with pass-
ing braces stretched between the inclined standing queen 
posts in every other segment. In the eastern roof slope, the 
inclined standing queen post frame appears only in a re-
duced form. It consists of one inclined standing queen post 
in the central axis, resting directly on the short joist, coped 
with a hip purlin connecting with longitudinal inclined 
standing queen post frames within the corner rafters.

Fig. 5. Leszno, Church of the Holy Cross, roof structure, diagram, inclined standing queen-post frames (elaborated by U. Schaaf, M. Prarat)

Il. 5. Leszno, kościół św. Krzyża, więźba dachowa, schemat, ramy stolcowe (oprac. U. Schaaf, M. Prarat)
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Standing king post or queen post frames on the lower 
tier (Fig. 6) run on the southern and northern sides along 
the inner, elongated octagon from truss 5 to truss 34. The 
tie beam of the hanging queen-post frames is based on pil-
lars, and some short tie beams are suspended from it. The 
queen post itself, from which the stay is suspended, is pres-
ent in trusses: 10–18, 22, and 30. In the hanging king post 
frames, each king post is supported by two passing braces. 
On the other hand, in the hanging queen-post frames, there 
is a straining beam between them instead of passing braces.

The hanging king-post frame on the upper tier (Fig. 7) is 
built of king posts found in trusses: 5, 10, 14, 18, 22, 26, 30, 
34 and intersecting passing braces between them. Collar 
beams, a longitudinal spandrel beam, and straining beams 
are hung on the king posts. In trusses 5 and 34, queen posts 
extend through both tiers. A binding beam is suspended 
from the queen posts on which short tie beams rest.

The east-west beams on the western side are not direct-
ly related to the roof structure. On the western side, they 
rest on the wall of the tower, and on the eastern side, on 
a double binding beam (Fig. 8).

Carpentry joints

Various variants of lap, tenon, and cogged joints were 
used to build the roof structure. This was owing both to 

their function and to the requirements of the assembly 
process (Figs. 9–11).

Double binding beams rest directly on the pillars or the 
western and eastern walls of the church. Both the short tie 
beams and jack rafters are embedded in the lateral walls on 
the outside. From the inside, the short tie beams connect 
with double binding beams at different levels using the 
middle notch (see Fig. 11, details H and J) or, in the case of 
an internal binding beam, also partially in the side notch. 
This joint secures the short tie beams in their location. The 
short joists are connected to the sections of the tie beams at 
one level by means of a pegged tenon joint with a straight 
bolt, which makes a greater load of this joint possible in 
the vertical direction (see Fig. 11, detail G).

The rafters are connected with short tie beams or jack 
rafters by a non-pegged tenon joint in three variants: with-
out a notch, with a single front notch, or with a double 
notch (see Fig. 11, details I and J). It was not necessary to 
secure this connection with a peg, and the notch permits 
it to be loaded more with compressive force. In the ridge, 
the rafters are connected in principal rafter trusses of the 
first variety with king posts using a non-pegged tease ten-
on, with the end of the entire rafters partially recessed into 
a socket cut in a king post with a larger cross-section (see 
Fig. 9, detail D). This is how the king post was effectively 
suspended. In the remaining principal rafter trusses and 

Fig. 6. Leszno, Church of the Holy Cross, roof structure, diagram, hanging king and queen post frames on the southern and northern sides  
of the elongated octagon (elaborated by U. Schaaf, M. Prarat)

Il. 6. Leszno, kościół św. Krzyża, więźba dachowa, schemat, ramy wieszarowe po stronie południowej i północnej wydłużonego ośmioboku 
(oprac. U. Schaaf, M. Prarat)
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paired common rafters, the rafters are connected with 
each other by means of a pegged scarf joint bridled with 
a full tenon (see Fig. 9, detail A) or a tease tenon. The 
last joint protects the tenon better against adverse weather 
conditions. Collar beams in these trusses connect to the 
rafters by a tenon with a front notch (see Fig. 10, detail L). 
The corner rafters are tenoned into diagonal short joists 
and connected to a queen post by means of a one-sided 
frontal angled notched joint. Jack rafters with diagonal 
cuts are butted to them.

In the inclined standing queen-post structure, eaves pur-
lins are placed on the short tie beams by means of a central 
notch (see Fig. 9, detail C), while the inclined standing 
queen posts are tenoned both in the eaves purlin and in the 
roof purlin (see Fig. 10, detail L). The latter, in turn, con-
nects with the collar beam by means of a side notch. The 
straining beam is connected to the inclined standing queen 
posts partially by means of a pegged tenon with a frontal 
angled notched joint, partially by a non-pegged tenon with 
a frontal angled notched joint (see Fig. 10, detail L) and 
partially only by a non-pegged tenon. The spandrel beams 
of the inclined standing queen-post frame connect to the 
inclined standing queen posts by a tenon, while the pass-
ing braces of the inclined standing queen-post frame con-
nect to the roof inclined standing queen post by a frontal 
angled notched joint.

In the king post structure, the king post is present in 
trusses 10, 14, 18, 22 only within the upper tier. It is con-
nected to the collar beam by a non-pegged tenon, and 
a longitudinal spandrel beam is suspended from it using 
a suitably bent flat bar, fastened with dogs and bolts (see 
Fig. 9, detail D). In the transverse direction, the king post 
is supported by passing braces, braces, and rafters. On the 
lower tier, each pair of passing braces extends from the 
short tie beams to the straining beam and connects to it 
by means of a pegged tenon with a frontal angled notched 
joint (see Fig. 9, detail E). In the extension of the pass-
ing braces, there is a pair of braces stretched between the 
straining beam and the collar beam; in order to connect 
these elements, a lap joint secured with a dog was used. 
The passing braces on the upper tier connect both with 
the collar beam and with the king post with a frontal an-
gled notched joint. Owing to the larger cross-section of 
the king post, the ends of the passing brace are partially 
additionally embedded in the sockets cut in the king post 
(see Fig. 9, detail D).

The king post is – apart from two pairs of passing brac-
es – additionally supported by rafters; their connection has 
already been described above. The intersecting passing 
braces of the longitudinal stiffener of the hanging king post 
structure are connected with king posts only by means of 
a frontal angled notched joint without a tenon, and with 
each other, by means of a simple lap joint (see Fig. 7).

In most of the principal rafter trusses and paired com-
mon rafters (exceptions are trusses: 2, 4, 6, 13, 25, 33) 
there is an additional pair of passing braces at the low-
er end, which connects at the lower end with sections of 
the tie beam and at the upper end, either with a straining 
beam or with a collar beam using a frontal angled notched 
joint (see Fig. 9, detail E). In the second case, the straining 
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Fig. 8. Leszno, Church of the Holy Cross, roof structure, diagram, entablature diagram (elaborated by U. Schaaf, M. Prarat)

Il. 8. Leszno, kościół św. Krzyża, więźba dachowa, schemat belkowanie (oprac. U. Schaaf, M. Prarat)

Fig. 9. Leszno, Church of the Holy Cross, roof structure, construction details (elaborated by U. Schaaf, M. Prarat)

Il. 9. Leszno, kościół św. Krzyża, więźba dachowa, detale konstrukcyjne (oprac. U. Schaaf, M. Prarat)
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beam reaches only this passing brace. Both elements are 
connected by means of a lap joint secured with a dog. The 
braces, also present in the principal rafter trusses of the 
lower tier, connect both with the passing braces and with 
the hanging king post by means of a pegged tenon joint.

A hanging king post in trusses 5 and 34 extends across 
both tiers. On the lower tier, it connects to the short tie 
beam by means of a tenon. One of the double binding 
beams is suspended from the king post by means of two 
flat bars, bent appropriately and fastened with dogs and 
bolts. Two sections of the tie beam were connected with 
short tie beams by means of a notch, and a pair of support-
ing passing braces were connected to both the tie beam 
sections and the king post using the frontal angled notched 
joint. The transverse, longitudinal, and diagonal spandrel 
and collar beams above are connected to the king post es-
sentially by means of a tenon (Fig. 11, detail F). For this 
purpose, the queen post was given an appropriate hexa go-

nal shape. The joints used to suspend the queen post from 
the upper tier are essentially the same as those described 
above as regards the queen post covering only the upper tier.

In the hanging king or queen post structure, along the 
inner octagon, the tie beams connect with the short tie 
beam using the frontal angled notched joint (Fig. 11, de-
tail H). Some of these joints are additionally held together 
with bolts. The hanging queen post itself extends from the 
tie beam in which it is tenoned into the inclined standing 
queen post with a lap joint on the side of each section 
of the hanging queen post. A tie beam is suspended from 
the hanging queen post by means of two appropriately 
bent flat bars attached with dogs and a bolt. The hanging 
queen post is in turn supported by a pair of passing braces 
which are connected to the tie beam using a frontal angled 
notched joint, and to the hanging queen post by means 
of a tenon with a frontal angled notched joint or only by 
a frontal angled notched joint.

Fig. 10. Leszno, Church of the Holy Cross, roof structure, construction details  
(elaborated by U. Schaaf, M. Prarat)

Il. 10. Leszno, kościół św. Krzyża, więźba dachowa, detale konstrukcyjne  
(oprac. U. Schaaf, M. Prarat)
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Building material and its processing

The cross-sections both between individual types of 
truss elements and within one type are very different. Re-
gardless of the differences in the cross-section within one 
type of structural elements, it can be concluded, however, 
that the building material was divided into several groups. 
The thickest ones include eaves and hip purlins as well 
as king posts, the cross-section after processing is about 
38–40/28–32 cm. The elements with a thick section in-
clude binding beams, short tie beams, jack rafters, and 
inclined standing queen posts: about 30–36/18–28 cm. 
The average cross-section is demonstrated by rafters, col-
lar beams, passing braces, braces, and straining beams, as 
well as king posts above the avant-corps and tie beams 
of the hanging king or queen post structure along the in-
ternal octagon: about 17–30/13–26 cm. Elements with 
a small cross-section include, among other things, spandrel 
beams in inclined standing queen-post frames – approx. 
18–21/15–17 cm.

During processing, efforts were made to obtain the larg-
est possible cross-sections. This is evidenced by the chang-
ing cross-section within one element, mainly long rafters, 
as well as the fact that some of the rafters were left with 
partial wane.

An ax was used for the pre-treatment of the logs, as ev-
idenced by the transverse cuts on the surface of the timber. 
An adze was used to smooth them, as evidenced by longi-

tudinal, slightly rounded cuts. In this way, beams with the 
cross-section of the entire tree were obtained. In the whole 
truss, only some elements are made of the whole tree, pro-
cessed only with an ax and an adze, and in addition, they 
are not among the thickest cross-section elements. These 
exceptions include, for example, some passing braces in 
the hanging king post structure. On the other hand, most of 
the structural elements additionally bear traces of slightly 
oblique cuts resulting from sawing on one, two, or even 
three sides. Additionally, on the outer surface of some ele-
ments, machining with an ax and an adze sometimes turns 
into machining with a saw (Fig. 12), which shows that the 
saw was not always used only to divide the whole tree into 
a half-tree or a cross-tree, as was usually the case. It can 
be assumed that in this way, efforts were made to obtain as 
many additional logs and boards as possible, which were 
used to make the curved plank roof covering the interior 
of the church (Fig. 2).

Carpentry assembly marks

Basically, Roman numerals were used to mark the struc-
tural elements during the timber framing process made with 
an ax and marks with a triangular shape made with a chisel 
and partially connected with the system of Roman numer-
als. Additionally, three types of by-marks were used: in 
the shape of oblique cuts made with an ax, triangular cuts 
at the corners of the truss structure elements made with 

Fig. 11. Leszno, Church of the Holy Cross, roof structure, construction details (elaborated by U. Schaaf, M. Prarat)

Il. 11. Leszno, kościół św. Krzyża, więźba dachowa, detale konstrukcyjne (oprac. U. Schaaf, M. Prarat)
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a chisel (Fig. 13), and marks of a triangular shape adjacent 
to a thin line made with a chisel and a stylus.

From east to west, all the trusses (principal rafter truss-
es, paired common rafters, and jack trusses) are marked 
from 1 to 38 with Roman numerals (see Fig. 3). The tim-
ber framing from truss 1 to truss 19 is on the western side, 
and truss 20 to truss 38 are on the eastern side. In order 
to distinguish the structural elements on both sides of 
the axis of symmetry, all elements on the northern side 
received an additional mark in the form of one oblique 
incision, and on the southern side – in the form of two 
oblique incisions. The collar beams and straining beams 
are partially double-marked – each time with the same 
numerical mark, but with different markings on the north-
ern and southern sides. By-marks in the form of triangular 
corner cuts were not always detectable owing to the par-
tial leaving of the wane and the lack of full access to the 

structural elements. However, they undoubtedly served 
to distinguish similarly shaped structural elements in ac-
cordance with their height position. Here is an example: 
in principal rafter trusses with an inclined standing king 
post and a hanging king post, the straining beam has one 
triangular corner cut, and the collar beams slightly above 
the straining beam have two triangular corner cuts. On the 
upper tier of the same tie beam, the lower pair of passing 
braces has two corner cuts at two corners, and the upper 
pair of passing braces has one corner cut at one corner. 
Also, braces stretched between the passing braces or the 
brace and the inclined standing queen post are marked at 
least partially with triangular corner cuts – one on the low-
er and two on the upper brace.

In the inclined standing queen-post frames, all the 
passing braces and spandrel beams from the outer/upper 
side, separately from the west to the east, are marked with 

Fig. 12. Leszno,  
Church of the Holy Cross,  
roof structure, traces of ax  
and saw processing  
(photo by U. Schaaf, M. Prarat)

Il. 12. Leszno, kościół św. Krzyża, 
więźba dachowa, ślady obróbki 
toporem i piłą  
(fot. U. Schaaf, M. Prarat)

Fig. 13. Leszno,  
Church of the Holy Cross,  
roof structure, carpentry  
assembly marks, Roman numeral 
in conjunction with by-marks  
in the form of diagonal cuts  
and triangular cuts on the edges  
(photo by U. Schaaf, M. Prarat)

Il. 13. Leszno, kościół św. Krzyża, 
więźba dachowa, ciesielskie 
znak montażowe, rzymski znak 
liczbowy w połączeniu  
z przyznakami w postaci 
skośnych nacięć oraz trójkątnych 
nacięć na krawędziach  
(fot. U. Schaaf, M. Prarat)
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Roman numerals: passing braces from 1 to 9 (see Fig. 5), 
and spandrel beams from 1 to 18. Here, too, the by-marks 
in the shape of oblique notches were used to distinguish 
the northern side (one oblique notch) from the southern 
side (two oblique notches).

In the longitudinal frame of the hanging king post struc-
ture, the king posts and passing braces are also marked on 
the northern side with separate Roman numerals, but from 
east to west: king posts from 1 to 8, and passing braces 
from 1 to 14, each time are without by-marks (see Fig. 7).

Two hanging king post frames extending from truss 5 to 
truss 34 along the inner octagon are marked on the inside 
of the church. Roman numerals mark separately the truss, 
hanging king posts, passing braces, and spandrel beams 
from the east to the west: trusses are marked with one 
to three, king posts with one to four, passing braces with 
one to six, and the spandrel beam with one. In the case 
of a hanging king post structure, each part is identified 
identically. In order to distinguish this king post structure 
from other structure systems, all its elements have one ad-
ditional mark in the shape of two triangular cuts adjacent 
to a thin line. In addition, one more sign was used to dis-
tinguish the two king post frames from each other: all the 
elements of the northern frame have an additional sign in 
the form of one oblique notch, and all the elements of the 
southern frame in the form of two oblique notches.

The corner trusses and jack ties within the eastern roof 
slope have a common system of carpentry marks (see 
Fig. 3). Generally, it consists of marking elements with 
Roman numerals. The corner trusses are marked on the 
eastern side, trusses A–J on the southern side, and trusses 
K–U on the northern side. The north-east corner rafter has 
mark 1, the jack-rafters from north to south have marks 
2 to 22, and the south-east corner rafters have mark 23. 
Rafter collar beams occur only in G–O trusses. They are 
marked separately, from north to south, from 2 to 10. An 
exception to this rule is the collar beam in the middle tie 
beam K, which bears the Roman numeral 12, like a jack 

rafter. All the structural elements of the truss within the 
eastern roof slope have an additional by-mark in the form 
of one triangular notch adjacent to a thin line, which made 
it possible to distinguish them from the other trusses.

The entablature on the western side, which is not di-
rectly related to the truss structure, has a separate system 
of assembly marks (see Fig. 8). The individual beams are 
marked from north to south with triangular signs partially 
mixed with Roman signs from 1 to 9. All the beams have 
an additional mark – two oblique cuts.

Also, the doubled binding beams are marked with 
marks and by-marks. However, owing to the lack of ac-
cess, it was not possible to recognize the entire system.

All the roof structure elements were marked on at least 
one side of the timber framing, and those that lay twice on 
the carpentry platform during framing (i.e. those that have 
two sides of the framing), partially even on each side of 
the framing (Fig. 14). In the case of queen posts, each of 
them is marked separately.

Conclusions

For the reconstruction of the roof structure after the 
church fire at the end of the 18th century, a mixed and 
complicated construction system was used, enabling, on 
the one hand, the vaulting of the internal, elongated oc-
tagon, and, on the other hand, covering the entire large 
body with one large roof. This system combines elements 
from several typical solutions such as curved plank, rafter, 
inclined standing queen post, hanging king post, strain-
ing beam, strut frame, and hanging and strutted frame 
structures.

The complicated plan of the church – an elongated oc-
tagon inscribed in the rectangle – in  combination with the 
aforementioned mixed construction system resulted in the 
use of various types of trusses with different variations and 
variants. This, in turn, required the use of a system of car-
pentry assembly marks, which made it possible during as-

Fig. 14. Leszno,  
Church of the Holy Cross,  

roof structure, carpentry  
assembly marks on both sides  

of the timber framing  
(photo by U. Schaaf, M. Prarat)

Il. 14. Leszno, kościół św. Krzyża, 
więźba dachowa, ciesielskie 
znak montażowe na dwóch 

stronach odwiązywania  
(fot. U. Schaaf, M. Prarat)
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sembly not only to subordinate the elements to the individ-
ual tie beams but also, within each time beam, to the correct 
side and to the correct location in height. The advantage of 
hanging king post, straining beam, strut frame, and hanging 
and strutted frame systems is reflected in the use of cog and 
cog-and-tenon joints, making the removal of compressive 
forces possible. In addition to them, in these systems, there 
are various screws, straps, and rails with which various 
structural elements were suspended from the king posts.

Building materials with different cross-sections were 

used, depending on the future function of the processed 
logs. The whole tree was processed with an ax and an 
adze. Half-trees and cross-trees (quarter-trees) were ob-
tained by dividing the entire tree with a saw. The process-
ing was done sparingly while trying to obtain logs and 
boards for the curved planks.

Translated by
Edward Maliszewski
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Abstract

Carpentry craft at the turn of the 18th and 19th centuries. Case study: the roof structure of the Church of the Holy Cross in Leszno

In 1790, a fire consumed the upper part of the Church of the Holy Cross in Leszno, which was built in the years 1711–1715. The reconstruction 
of the roof structure and the vaults took place in 1798–1802. It was an extremely complicated task because it was a construction spread over a rect-
angular body measuring 24 × 44 m with an elongated, vaulted octagon inscribed in the body. The purpose of this text is to present this complex 
construction. The research method consisted in the analysis of the structural system and layout, carpentry joints, building materials, their processing, 
and the system of carpentry assembly marks. The architectural research carried out in conjunction with the study of sources and literature on the 
subject enabled the reconstruction of the building history from the end of the 18th century to the 2nd half of the 20th century, and the recovery of the 
originally used carpentry craft. The discussed structure is a free collar beam roof structure with a hanging king post structure lying on the lower tier 
and a king post truss structure on the upper one. The king post was additionally supported by passing braces and braces reaching through both tiers, 
and the straining beam was also strengthened by additional passing braces on the lower tier. These solutions are known from the hanging and strutted 
frame and strut frame structures. Moreover, short tie beams were suspended from the king post or queen post structure within the inner octagon. This 
complex structural system required the use of various types of roof trusses, from the principal rafter truss and paired common rafter to the corner and 
jack-tie rafter. They also come in different varieties and variants. The results of the research may become a contribution to a broader analysis of the 
carpentry craft at the turn of the 18th and 19th centuries.

Key words: Leszno, roof structure, architectural research, carpentry craft
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Streszczenie

Sztuka ciesielska na przełomie XVIII i XIX w. Studium przypadku: więźba dachowa kościoła św. Krzyża w Lesznie

W 1790 r. pożar strawił górną część kościoła pw. św. Krzyża w Lesznie, który zbudowany został w latach 1711–1715. Odbudowa więźby dacho-
wej i sklepień nastąpiła w latach 1798–1802. Było to niezwykle skomplikowane zadanie, albowiem była to konstrukcja rozłożona nad prostokątnym 
korpusem o wymiarach 24 × 44 m z wpisanym w nim wydłużonym przesklepionym oktogonem. Celem niniejszego tekstu jest przedstawienie tej 
skomplikowanej konstrukcji. Metoda badań polegała na analizie systemu i układu konstrukcyjnego, złącz ciesielskich, budulca i jego obróbki, 
systemu ciesielskich znaków montażowych. Badania architektoniczne wykonane w połączeniu ze studium źródeł i literatury przedmiotu pozwoliły 
na odtworzenie historii budowlanej od końca XVIII do 2. połowy XX w. oraz wydobycie pierwotnie zastosowanej sztuki ciesielskiej. Omawiana 
konstrukcja to wolna więźba jętkowa o stolcach leżących na dolnej kondygnacji i konstrukcja wieszarowa jednowieszakowa na górnej. Wieszak 
wsparto dodatkowo zastrzałami i mieczami sięgającymi przez obie kondygnacje, a rozpór także dodatkowymi zastrzałami na dolnej kondygnacji. Są 
to rozwiązania znane z konstrukcji rozporowo-wieszarowej i rozporowej. Ponadto podwieszono stopki do konstrukcji jedno- lub dwuwieszakowej 
w obrębie wewnętrznego oktogonu. Ten skomplikowany system konstrukcyjny wymagał użycia różnych rodzajów wiązarów dachowych, od pełnego 
i niepełnego do narożnego i kulawkowego. Występują one w dodatku w różnych odmianach i wariantach. Wyniki badań mogą się stać przyczynkiem 
do szerszych analiz sztuki ciesielskiej na przełomie XVIII i XIX w.

Słowa kluczowe: Leszno, więźba dachowa, badania architektoniczne, sztuka ciesielska




